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This Webinar Will 

● Describe how incarceration impacts the communities that have 
typically been considered underserved within library literature.

● Identify barriers to information access that are created by jails and 
prisons and ways to address these barriers.

● Justify library services to people in jails and prisons as part of public 
library services.

● Provide examples for creating partnerships within LIS  for furthering jail 
and prison information service.



Scope of Policing and Incarceration



Reimagining the Public: Local Jails, Large Impacts



Reflection on Information Practice

How do you personally access information?  Think through a day 
of access.  How might this differ from the possibilities for 
accessing information that are available to people who are 
incarcerated?

Some people have been incarcerated for the last twenty years.  
While they may have seen depictions of technology on television 
or in other media, they may not have had direct interactions with 
the types of technology we use everyday.  How would you 
describe a social media platform or online database to a person 
who has never seen one?



Role of the Public Library 

“public library as an emerging leader in leveraging ethical 
models of serving families impacted by the justice system, 
in direct opposition to the for-profit services that continue to 
proliferate across the country.” 

- Higgins, Get Inside: Responsible Jail and Prison Library 
Service, p. 52

http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2017/09/new-quick-reads-jail-and-prison-library-service/


Service Models

Indirect

● Book Redistribution
● Programming

○ Inside
○ At the library

● Reentry Support
● Reference by Mail 

○ System-wide
○ Specialized

Direct

● Request system for materials
● In-person service and readers’ 

advisory
○ Circulating public collection
○ Inside-only collections



Reference by Mail



Changing LIS through Student Engagement
Snapshot of University of Rhode Island’s Graduate School of Library and 
Information Studies: 

● ALA Accredited  
● Specializes in leadership, management, School Library Media, and general LIS  

education
● Small, New England based public state school (average of 100 students a year)
● Overwhelmingly white cisgender women- very similar to nationwide LIS  

enrollment in race, ethnicity and gender
● Average age is in the mid-30s with a wide variety of students, from Post-Bacc 

to second career



Course Planning: Reference by Mail
LSC 504: Searching for Answers: Meeting Users Information Needs
Learning Objectives: 
● Consider equitable access to information.
● Locate retrieve, evaluate, and synthesize information from 

diverse sources to meet users’ information needs.
● Explain and apply the concepts, principles, theories, 

philosophies, and techniques of reference and user services 
in providing diverse individuals and groups with access to 
relevant and accurate recorded knowledge and information.

● Demonstrate critical thinking skills.



Process: Patrons, Librarians, and LIS Students

Incarcerated patron mails in question   

SFPL librarians review questions

Questions sent to students (anonymized)         

Students work together to answer question within rules and regulations 

(up to 20 pages)    

Answer sent to SFPL & reviewed 

Answer bounced back or sent sent back to patron 

Students reflect in group about process and service to this patron 

group



Rules and Regulations, Formatting



Example: good letter       vs.           bad letter 



Pedagogical Background and Context
● Racial Capitalism 

○ The dehumanizing results of incarceration 
○ Inseparable with racial violence
○ Social separateness 

● Critical Theory approaches
○ Schlesselman-Tarango - Become conscious of the savior complex-

Move into co-conspirator model (Alicia Garza)
○ Austin, Drabinski and Rabina: 

● Themes in letters : “Reference Services to Incarcerated People, Part I”.  : “...The 
information needs expressed in these reference requests...” fell into “...three broad 
categories: Re-entry, Self-help, and Reference” (Drabinski and Rabina, P. 45).

● Restorative Justice: “Restorative justice provides a medium for addressing histories of 
power and oppression that have been reinstated by traditional library practices by 
engaging in a humanizing process…” (Austin P. 1).



Long Term Results: Assess and Revise 

● Shared goals
● Group work 

● Administrator reflections



“We get these letters at the public library.”

● Unclear what system is in place to answer letters that 
come into the public library

● Will those letters make it through random check
● No critical pedagogy engaged 



Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths

● Experiential Learning about both reference and incarceration
● One on one work with a SFPL Librarian
● Real reference encounters (as opposed to practice)
● Raising awareness of services to people who are incarcerated (giving people context)
● Students: Skills transfer through e-reference (chat, social media)

Weaknesses

● Limited number of letters (address through group work)
● Potential stereotype affirmation from previous assumptions 
● No amount of preparation, planning or organizing can maneuver around racial capitalism 

(no soft skills, no relationships)  
● The imagined patron 



Activity: Search a Reference by Mail Question
● What are publishers that take free submissions of prisoners’ writings 

through the mail?  Does Kludge take submissions by mail?

● May I please have images and information about the Korean drama 
Devilish Joy along with a one-page image of the promotional poster if 
it is available?

● I’m getting out in six months and looking for housing for people with a 
sex offender conviction in the areas surrounding Tucson, AZ.

● Please send me SOB x RBE “Anti” lyrics.

● I am starting a cruelty-free cosmetics wholesale company when I am 
released.  Please send me any and all information on what is required 
to start this company.  



Start Your Own Reference by Mail
Institutional Needs

● Point person/group who receive and distribute letters 
● Group of respondents - students, librarians, interns, volunteers
● 5-10 hours a week for review or answering letters
● A way to promote your service - in jails, during jail family visits, at probation or courts
● Scanner and post-its

Resources

● Books 2 Prisoners groups
● Prison Activist Resource Center - https://www.prisonactivist.org/resources
● PEN America - Prison Writing Program - https://pen.org/prison-writing/
● SFPL creating form response templates
● SFPL Rules & Regulations

https://www.prisonactivist.org/resources
https://pen.org/prison-writing/


Conclusions

● We need to reimagine our public.
● Our patrons are increasing affected by policing 

and incarceration.
● Our philosophies of service influence what we 

provide.



Q & A
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